
Williamsburg Field Evaluation Work Group Meeting Summary  

Wednesday, December 7, 2016 

There were 11 members present at the meeting: Erik Gutshall (Chair); Steve Severn (SC); Bill Ross 

(PRC); John Seymour (E2C2); Gregg Kurasz (RSCA); David Friedman (YCA); Larry Suiters, Roy 

Gamse, Tony Trabandt, Elizabeth Kirby (neighbors); Justin Wilt (ASA) 

  

Representatives not present: Ruth Shearer (Williamsburg Civic Association); neighbor J. Delogu 

(Represented by Alternate Gail Harrison); Susan Wallace (Arlington Women Soccer League) and 

Eileen Raicht-Gray (Arlington Coed Soccer League) 

 

Staff present: Bob Duffy (CPHD); Robin Leonard (DPR); Erik Beach (DPR) Peter Lusk (DPR) and 

Patrick Todd (DPR)  

 

Also present: Gail Harrison (neighbor) and Judy Haddon (neighbor)  

 

Agenda: 

1. POPS (Plan for Open Public Spaces) Update from Erik Beach, DPR  
PowerPoint Presentation has been posted onto the WFWG webpage 

 
Below are questions asked and responses provided: 
Larry Suiters - What are the four representative communities in the plan? 

Bob Duffy - Can forward benchmark communities to the WFWG. 

 

Liz Kirby - What do you mean by neighborhood conservation? 

CA's or Neighborhood's put their own conservation plans together, work together as a civic 

association to present to the board 

 

Chairman Gutshall - Does the neighborhood have a NC plan? 

Gregg Kurasz - Yes. Mr. Kurasz cited parts of the latest plan need to be completed or updated… 

examples: intersection of Williamsburg and Harrison should be a storm water basin. 

 

Chairman Gutshall - Asks to have Rock Spring NC plan posted on the WFWG website.  

 

Tony Trabandt - What is the end result to the PSMP? Is the plan binding to the board and DPR? 

Erik Beach - All planning and projects are done through the lens of the PSMP 

 

Tony Trabandt- 2005 PSMP said that turf fields should be lit, should also be targeting areas for 

synthetic turf. Will your recommendation to the county be that the policy is binding? 

Erik Beach - DPR may recommend that part of the policy be binding. 

 

https://arlingtonva.s3.dualstack.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2015/08/POPS-Will-Lighting-Com-Updates-12-6-16-.pdf


Tony Trabandt - When the first draft is released, which is subject to public hearing, will those details 

be made available? 

Erik Beach – Yes, Correct 

 

Chairman Gutshall - Asks about the current policy related to synthetic turf, fields should be lit, and 

the Fairfax County Field Lighting Policy. 

Erik Beach - There will most likely be a policy in the new PSMP about lights, along with an 

addendum for field lighting, this would be criteria based. Within the next 1-2 weeks, 

information will be posted on the web related to policies to be placed in the PSMP. 

 

Gail Harrison - Survey asking "what are you not getting that you need" When in the process is it 

decided how many playgrounds, fields, trails, are necessary for the community. Where are the 

alternative locations, and how are they compared to each other in a geographic need area? 

Erik Beach - Density plays in to the decision, looks at where there are gaps in service. 

 

Gail Harrison- When will the information about all of the specific alternatives (sites) for outdoor 

recreation investments, such as actual fields designated as options for synthetic turf and/or 

lights, will be made available to the public. 

 

Gail Harrison – Will the public see where the need areas are? 

Erik Beach - Yes, there will be a series of public meetings.  

 

Gail Harrison - it seems too general that you can't see the specific categories and make comments 

Erik Beach - That will take place in the public meeting series. 

 

Gregg Kurasz - Have you talked to DES about the review of street lighting? 

Erik Beach - Yes, describes the members of the core team, and how other departments are 

represented on the core team.  

 

Justin Wilt - Has the demographics from the POPS survey been evaluated and how do they match up 

to the total demographics of the county? 

Erik Beach - Yes 

 

2. Debrief on 11/17 (LRPC) & 12/1 (PC Meeting)  
Chairman Gutshall – Are there thoughts on the Planning Commission Presentation/Meeting? 

 

Gail Harrison - Shocked that several members of the planning commission said that character of the 

neighborhood is irrelevant. Raises the question of what information is being given to the board. Has 

the group been working on issues that are going to be flushed away? 

 



Larry Suiters- Adds that Chairman Gutshall has been too focused on the charge. States that the 

commission doesn't care about the charge. States that it seems like the commission thought the charge 

was drafted by the WFWG. 

 

Chairman Gutshall - Not here to defend the planning commission. If the recommendation that comes 

from the commissions is not specific to the charge, the CB may not consider it. It's not that 

neighborhood character doesn't matter, it is why is your neighborhood different from other 

neighborhoods that have schools and lights?  

 

Justin Wilt - Commission was focused solely on the zoning aspect. Disconnect between character and 

zoning. From the LRPC, "no" can't be the only option. 

 

Roy Gamse - My interpretation from some Planning Commissioners' comments is that Williamsburg will 

be considered to be the same as all other neighborhoods -- the type of light, the pole height, and 

the proximity relative to neighbors seemingly didn't matter to them. 

Roy Gamse - Is it possible to write a letter to further educate the Planning Commissioners? 

Chairman Gutshall - the final report will be the opportunity for that 

 

Tony Trabandt - Question about surveying other sites? Chair of the current planning commission was 

on the planning commission with the neighbors received the "September Surprise".  Tony Trabandt's 

takeaway is that this neighborhood is not different from other neighborhoods, took the commission as 

saying there needs to be two scenarios that include mitigation. Stated that it seemed like the 

commission was saying you're going to get lights and you better figure out how to make it work. States 

that the commission has no control over the working group, but it seemed like they did. Also states 

that commissioner Hughes brought up demographics and was appalled by thinking that Williamsburg 

compared to Kenmore did an unfortunate disservice. 

Chairman Gutshall - Agrees that racial makeup should not be playing in to the discussion for 

WFWG field lights. 

 

Gail Harrison - procedural question - is looking for notes and video live cast from the planning 

commission meeting. 

Bob Duffy- 3 ways to review the commission meeting: Live, video broadcast (reposted), notes, 

and audio  

Chairman Gutshall - Commission will approve the minutes in the next meeting and then they 

will be posted 

 

Chairman Gutshall - reinforces that the Planning Commission does not have authority over the WFWG. 

Planning Commission will provide a recommendation to the County Board.  

 
  
3. Discussion on Mitigation Efforts  



With this conversation, WFWG members reviewed page 4 of the following webpage to look at various 

Mitigation possibilities.  Due to time, not all aspects from the page were discussed. 

 

Larry Suiters - For clarification, this is how to mitigate lights at Williamsburg? 

Chairman Gutshall -  Correct, this is so that those opposed to lighting understand what the 

positives may be, and so that those open to lighting can understand what the anti-lights 

argument are. 

 

Gail Harrison - History is that neighbors requested from APS that invasive species be removed during 

the Discovery Elementary School process. Bamboo is now threatening the area 

Chairman Gutshall - Invasive and lack of maintenance are impacting the area? 

Justin Wilt – Would removal of invasive and adding trees would help? 

Liz Kirby - No 

Gregg Kurasz - 80 ft. poles would be the same height as all the trees 

Justin Wilt - 80 ft. height wouldn't be as much of an issue with reflectance if trees are planted 

David Friedman- Yorktown - Tennis court was put in; trees were planted by APS. They were too 

small, and died immediately. If trees are planted, need to stay on top of DPR because APS failed 

miserably at Yorktown. 

Gail Harrison – Third-party arborist who surveyed the Williamsburg site found that installing 

lights would ruin tree roots planted by the S3 pole. Need to have construction and operation 

and maintenance plan from Musco. 

Roy Gamse- Trees may work for the next generation. Would not be able to help immediately. 

 

 

Chairman Gutshall - Buffer options such as panels and berms 

Neighbors - nowhere to put a berm 

Gregg Kurasz - probably about 6 ft. at its height 

Chairman Gutshall - berm would be more for sound mitigation 

Justin Wilt - berms are fairly common to mitigate noise 

Larry Suiters- What size panels would need to be installed? 

Gregg Kurasz - Refers to the I-66 installation of panels, doesn't do much for the sound proofing 

right behind the panel. Only works about a block away.  

 

Gregg Kurasz - Purchasing of blinds, shades, white noise devices. Could work, but it takes away from 

being able to enjoy sitting outside and opening your windows. Would have to give up sitting outdoors. 

More apt to having windows open at the same time the lights would be on. 

Bill Ross - What is the practicality of dealing with lights 10-20 years from now.  

Justin Wilt- Would other neighborhoods be asking for the same things if Williamsburg neighbors 

had shades/blinds/white noise installed? 

Gail Harrison - describes how a white noise device works 

Gregg Kurasz- Noise factor is more of an issue than the lights.  

http://www.arlingtonparks.us/temp/Boardsprolights.pdf


 

Chairman Gutshall - Is there agreement? 

Gail Harrison - No, the lights are the bigger problem 

 

Chairman Gutshall - Are other light options besides LED and 80 ft. poles 

Larry Suiters - His understanding is that 80 ft. poles with LED lights are the only option. His       

objection would be that they (Musco) told us that it would not be possible. 

Justin Wilt - Can you light one set of fields, and not the other? Light the fields furthest from the 

neighbors. 

Larry Suiters- With as much time and effort that has gone in at this point, can they come back 

and give other options? 

John Seymour - All county fields are lighted with 30 fc. Doesn't think the county has ever been 

on record as saying that they would try to light with 20 fc.  John shares Larry Suiters’ s position 

that Musco has given their best case to light the field, still keeping lighting out of neighbors’ 

homes. Would 20 fc provide sufficient light? Would they be able to keep light out of the 

neighbors’ homes? 

Roy Gamse - Are four poles possible instead of six poles 

Tony Trabandt - Can the conduit be moved? If Musco tells us that luminaries are going to be 

focused in a certain area, DPR has no way of monitoring that. MOA - Director of DPR and 

County Manager are responsible for making changes to MOA. They are totally unenforceable. 

 

Meeting went into the direction of the next Agenda Item (below), then returned to more discussion on 

Mitigation.  

  
5. Report back from Greenbrier Park Standing Committee  

David Friedman - Update on the Yorktown MOA. Talked to Frank White and David comments 

were: 

 Important to keep expectations in check, encourages dialogue, but not sure how a significant 
problem would be solved. Twice a year meetings are not enough. 

 Presumably lighting would be shorter than the YHS agreement  

 There is trust that DPR will react to the issues that are brought forward 

 There was an issue with baseball lights, MUSCO did a re-adjustment and the issue was resolved 
rather quickly. 

 

Chairman Gutshall - There hasn't been a total meltdown, and there hasn't been a full-test of the 

MOA. Was there a recommendation of should the committee meet more often? 

Roy Gamse - There was a problem, and it was fixed? 

David F - Yes, new lighting was added 

 

 

Liz - How late are the lights allowed to be on at Greenbrier? 



Robin Leonard- Lights are on until 10:30 p.m. at that location three times per week during 

spring and fall.   

 

 

 

Then the discussion reverted back to the Mitigation topic. 

 

Roy Gamse - Given that the Williamsburg location has homes closer to the fields than other fields, 

why is 10:00 p.m. the recommended mitigation for this location?  DPR fields are only half used 

after 9:00 p.m., so why is 10:00 p.m. the recommendation?  Whatever time is set, can we come 

up with a mechanism so that when the time is set it can't be changed?  Construction curfews 

were violated when Discovery Elementary was being built, then when they were changed after 

the fact, the new times were violated too.  

Bob Duffy – In response to construction times being amended - The County has standard 

construction hours. There are provisions administratively that can be changed for utility 

construction. Board action is required to amend construction hours. 

Tony Trabandt - Discovery Elementary School construction hours were amended, those changes 

were made by APS, did not go to the county board. 

 

Chairman Gutshall - How can we structure an MOA that has as much teeth as possible? Threshold 

requirements are extremely important. 

 

Tony Trabandt- curb bump outs at the bottom of the parking lot between the two schools were 

never approved, County transportation approved these. APS appealed this, and County 

transportation refused to make the change. All that has ever been told to the neighbors was a 

pro-forma about field usage, neighbors don't know what DPR intends to do with the fields. Are 

they for soccer, youth soccer, adult soccer, frequency?  

Chairman Gutshall - Are you suggesting that the community has suggestions? 

Tony Trabandt - No. It is too difficult to go down the list and know what DPR would be placing 

on the field.  

Robin Leonard- January 19th presentation, included proposed schedule if there were lights at 

this facility, majority youth users, adult use would be women's soccer and/or co-ed league, 

adult cross field clinics and adult activities would be events that have minimal to no spectator 

attendance. Special events to include adult leagues that have a history of large spectator 

attendance are held mainly at LBP, Washington-Lee and Wakefield.  Williamsburg site is not 

conducive to large spectator events.  

 

Chairman Gutshall - If the kelvin temperature was lowered, would there be a need to have more 

lights? 

Robin Leonard – As we have been informed by Musco, there would need to be more fixtures if 

the kelvin was lowered. 



John Seymour- lowering kelvin would require more luminaries, and wouldn't allow for Musco to 

mitigate spillage. 

 

Gail Harrison - WFWG has spent 14 months studying Musco's best case proposal, DPR, ASA, WFWG 

doesn't have the expertise to start removing things from the proposal.  

 

John Seymour- the mitigation measures discussed included lighting part of the field, in looking at 

the photo metrics, all the light spill is directed to the school away from the homes, is it even 

possible to light only a portion of the field? 

 

Chairman Gutshall closed mitigation discussion to move onto the next agenda item. 

4. Report from Sub-Committee on Field Utilization Model  
 

Larry Suiters – states the group is being beaten over the head about not discussing mitigation measures 

and states it needs to talk about mitigation. Now he feels that mitigation only has gotten 30 minutes on 

the agenda and is not enough. 

 

Chairman Gutshall – state the discussion has lasted over an hour and moves meeting to the 

field utilization model. Subcommittee met to build a model that will allow for WFWG to run any 

number of scenarios. Allows for the group to agree on methodologies. Chairman Gutshall 

describes that he will be meeting with staff on 12/8 to understand how the usage numbers 

provided where derived and he will then try to put the model together. 

 

Roy Gamse - Who is writing the spreadsheet? 

Chairman Gutshall – The Chair himself. 

 

Gail Harrison - Field utilization model. Has RecTrac data from 2016, what is the utilization of these 

fields? Who has reserved what space? How much of the space is being used? At a lot of these times for 

lighted fields, there is a 0 headcount shown in the data. 

Robin Leonard– Headcounts are not used in Rec Trac for anything other than rental groups.  

Chairman Gutshall - Will get answers to Gail Harrison offline. 

  

Bill Ross - Field utilization model, how does the field usage play in to the charge? 

Chairman Gutshall - The model is intended to calculate how much additional field availability 

would these fields provide under a given set of assumptions? How the group chooses to use the 

model is an open question.  

 

Gregg Kurasz - If there were a 9:00 p.m. curfew, how many more hours are gained? Is it economically 

feasible to only light the fields until 9:00 p.m.?  

Bill Ross - Does not think that it is in the charge. 



 

6. WFWG Report  
 

Chairman Gutshall reminded the group that one report needs to be submitted and recommends 

that everyone continue to work off the draft report that Larry Suiters and Gail Harrison submitted.    

Roy Gamse and Justin Wilt want to be ensured that their suggested edits have or will be 

incorporated. 

Neighbors continue to believe that the Draft Executive Summary prepared with assistance from 

county staff requested by Chairman Gutshall continue to show the “pro-lights” viewpoint. 

There will be a Work Session in January with the County Board where a draft report should be 

ready to share. (WFWG has not received word of when the work session will take place.) 

Larry Suiters reiterated that this document should be written by the workgroup members and 

not county staff who are available as resources to aid with the process. 

 

Chairman Gutshall noted that there should be a “master keeper” of the document(s) and 

suggested edits.  Use of Track Changes was recommended.  No “master keeper” was identified 

in the meeting. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 9:15 p.m. 

 

 


